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1. INTRODUCTION

In [M,Z], the classical N-component vector model in three dimensions,
N» 1, is reported to have a nonzero fixed point solution to a renormaliza-
tion group transformation (RGT) and, at this fixed point, the correlation
functions for the model have noncanonical (anomalous) falloff at large dis-
tances. A hierarchical version of this model is also studied in [ M ] and, for
N = oo, an explicit nonzero fixed point solution is constructed for a RGT
in scaled variables.

Applying rigorous renormalization group (RG) techniques, the same
model is studied in [GK1], where a nonzero fixed point is constructed for
finite N»1. Also a nice and improved review is given of the nonzero fixed
point when N =oo, corresponding to the leading order of the 1/N expan-
sion for the model, when N is large.
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We consider the correlation functions for a hierarchical N-component classical
vector model in three dimensions. For N = oo, we find explicitly the eigenvalues
and global eigenfunctions of the linearized renormalization group transforma-
tion. In a very direct way, this yields the correlation functions for the N = oo
model. In particular, we check that the two-point function has canonical decay.
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In a subsequent paper [GK2] when N» 1, the techniques of [GK1,
GK3, GK4 ] were also used to determine the large distance behavior of the
correlation functions at the corresponding nonzero fixed point. Specifically,
it has been shown that the falloff of the two-point function is canonical, i.e.
with a zero anomalous dimension. Also, it was argued that the correlation
functions do satisfy Wick's theorem so that, although nonzero, the con-
structed fixed point is Gaussian.

Another hierarchical version of the same model has been recently
considered in [FOS]. Contrarily to the aforementioned case, where the
implemented renormalization group transformation (RGT) is a generaliza-
tion of the Wilson's transformation [M, GK1, GK3) symmetric under the
global reflections of the fluctuation fields (n-> — n ) , the RGT is there
nonsymmetric. Also, the inverse of the associated hierarchical Laplacian
matrix, defining the free Gaussian measure for the problem, has positive
entries in the nonsymmetric case, as for the full model. Besides, and more
interesting for our main concern, it has been shown [FOS], for the very
simple example of a scalar ( N = 1 ) quadratic perturbation, in dimension
d > 2, that an anomalous decay does appear for the correlation functions
of the nonsymmetric scalar hierarchical model. The appearance of an
anomalous dimension was also seen for the nonsymmetrical hierarchical
classical vector model in dimension d = 3 or higher and the Goldstone pic-
ture was confirmed in [SO1, SO2], by showing the change from canonical
to noncanonical decay of the two-point function, depending on the con-
sidered field direction.

As the main result of [FOS], absence of anomalous decay for the two-
point function was shown to take place in the three dimensional nonsym-
metric hierarchical classical vector model, up to the second order in the
1/N expansion. In principle for large N, there should be no difficulties in
applying the techniques and methods of [GK1, GK3, GK4] to extend this
results nonperturbatively.

In this notice, we go back to the N-component symmetric model
treated in [GK1]. For N=oo, we solve the spectrum of the linearized
renormalization group transformation explicitly. The eigenvalues and the
global eigenfunctions are used to obtain in a very direct way, the correla-
tion functions for the model. In particular, at this regime, we check that the
two-point function has canonical decay in agreement with [GK2].

Albeit the later is a known result, the new proof given below helps to
further our understanding of the N = oo symmetric hierarchical model.
Besides, the method developed here can be viewed as an additional step to
attack the full model, as it is still to be understood from the point of view
of configurations in a real space renormalization group approach and a
multiscale Laplace expansion method.
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2. THE MODEL AND THE MAIN RESULTS

Our notation is that of [FOS]. Throughout this section most of
the formulas hold for generic euclidean dimension d, but our results are
established for d=3.

For f E N, let A0 denote the lattice [-L'/2, L ' / 2 ) d n Z d , L even, and
o ( x ) e R N , o ( x ) = (o1, (x), ...,oN(x)), the vector field at x eA0. The finite-
volume partition function Z0

= Z0(l) is defined as

where V ( o ) = Ex e Ao v (o(x ) ) and v (o (x ) ) is assumed to be rotational
invariant. du0 is a normalized and mean-zero Gaussian measure. To define
its covariance G0 and with a view to our renormalization group approach,
we take du0 as the first element of a sequence of Gaussian measures duj,
with covariances Gj,j = 0, 1,..., l, which we will now define. First, we intro-
duce the lattices Aj=[ -Ll-j/2, L e - j / 2 ) d n Zd, L even, and let x( j) denote
a point of Aj. Let B0 denote the block consisting of the Ld points
u,ua, £ [0, L) n Z. The sequence of lattices {AJ, j = 0, 1,...,/} has the
property that x (J ) has the unique decomposition x( j) = Lx ( j+1> + u, u e B0.
We introduce the linear operator Aj. l 2 ( A ( j + 1 ) ) - > l 2 ( A j ) with matrix
elements A j ( x ( j ) , x ( j + 1 ) ) being + 1 for half of the u's e B0, - 1 for the other
half, and zero otherwise.

The point of the above definitions is that the renormalization group
gives equal but opposite weights to the fluctuation fields in a Ld block.
The mean zero and normalized Gaussian measure duj has covariance Gj

which is diagonal in the component indices and is determined recursively
by

with u, u e B0, Gl = (1— L ( d - 2 ) ) - 1 and where 6j is the identity operator
on the lattice Aj. We also introduce the fields o ( j ) ( x ( j ) ) on Aj. Corresponding
to the decomposition of the covariance, we have a decomposition of the
fields. With x ( j ) = Lx ( j + 1 ) + u and letting n ( j ) (x ( J ) )denote the fluctuation
field, it is given by
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For i1,..., ip= 1,..., N, the finite volume p-point correlation function is

with the partition function Z0 = Z0(l) as given in (2.1), with initial points
x = x(o) and initial fields o(x) = o (0 )(x(o)). Applying the vector version of
the fundamental identity of [SO1] to the partition function Z0, we have
the chain of identities

where the RGT is defined by

The same fundamental identity is useful to represent the correlation
functions in terms of effective spin variables. Let Mwbe the linear operator
given by

and let l i , ( o ) =$,-. Then, the iterated use of the fundamental identity allows
us to write the finite volume two-point function as (i, j= 1,..., N)

Note that, when evaluated at a fixed point V of the RGT, Mv is L -d

times the corresponding linearized RGT operator. This observation is help-
ful for understanding scaling properties of effective spin variables. Similar
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formulas can be written for other correlation functions. From the above
representation at a fixed point V, and for the thermodynamic limit, an
infinite number of compositions of the M v's is needed. Since, as seen
below, only the constant functions are marginal, the infinite composition
projects onto the constants.

We now specialize to the large N regime where it is convenient to use
reduced scaled variables. Using the rotational symmetry of the fixed point,
we write

with — oo < s < oo, 0 < u < oo, such that dn = ds uN/2 3/2 du dQ N _ 1 . Upon
substituting v ( o ) - > (N/2) v((p2), R v ( o ) - > (N/2) r v ( o 2 ) , the RGT (2.3)
becomes

\l/± = ty ±(s, u) = (L l/2q±s)2 + u and QN-1 is the (N — 1 )-dimensional
solid angle. For N = oo, we take the RGT as

where s0(q2) and u 0 ( p 2 ) are solutions of the equations

where v' = dv/dp2, ^0 = ̂  ± ,o = u ±(so, uo). Thus, since s0(q2) = 0 is a solution

and upon taking a derivative rv'(q2) = L2v'(L Iq2 + u0).
At the N=oo fixed point v, we set i ( p 2 ) = v ' ( p 2 ) = L 2 v ' ( L - 1 q 2 + u o ) ,

as in [M, GK1], such that v is determined by
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where t is the inverse function of v' on ( —L-1 ,00) . v' has a unique
minimum at q2 = q^. As t(r) admits an analytic extension for each
r e( — L-1, oo) and f ' (T )>0 , for r e ( — L.-1, oo), by the analytic inverse
function theorem (see [H]) v' exists and is analytic. In fact, in the analytic
inverse function theorem, the inverse function can be made explicit (see
[SO3]). The Taylor expansion of v around q^, and normalized by
v ( p Q = 0 , is

The N = oo linearized RGT £nv is given by

as can be derived directly from the reduced RGT [see (2.5)] by the
Laplace method.

Recalling that we set d = 3, we now state our results. The operator <£nv

has the spectral properties given in:

Theorem 1. Let v be the N= oo fixed point of [M, GK1]. Then,
the operator £nv has eigenvalues L3L-2n with corresponding eigenfunctions
[v1(p2)]n,n = 0,l,...

Theorem 1 gives us insight into the N= oo model. As near the mini-
mum p2 of v, v' ~(p2 — p 2 ) , besides the constants, we see that the linear
form q2 — p2 is relevant, i.e., an expanding direction. The directions
(p2 — ( p 2 ) j , j > 1, are irrelevant, i.e., contractive. Considering the correlation
functions represented in terms of reduced variables the reduced linearized
operator Mv, denoted by m, has eigenvalues L-2n, with n = 0, 1,.... Thus,
in the thermodynamic limit, only constants (corresponding to « = 0) are
expected to survive. This phenomenon can be seen in the inductive descrip-
tion of effective spin variables in the hierarchical grad o, and o4 models
in [GK3].

Concerning the correlation functions, using certain functional relations,
we show:

Theorem 2. For N=oo, the thermodynamic limit of the two-
function exists, has canonical decay and is given by
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3. PROOFS

Referring to the representation in Section 2, the fluctuation integrals
that occur in the evaluation of the two-point function are zero until both
effective spin variables are in the block at zero. Using the rotational
symmetry we have, with I2(o) = o2,

In terms of the reduced variables (2.4), for p = q ( f ) and with
I ( p 2 ) = p2 the two-point function (3.1) can be written as

where mj is the linear operator

with f =f (p 2 ) and Vj = rjv. At a fixed point, set mj — m and Vj = v. The
d = 3, N= oo correlation functions can be defined by evaluating all
integrals, except for the last, at the fixed point, and the last integral at the
minimum of

The minimum occurs at p2 = q2
0, s = s0 = 0; u = u0(p^) = 1. Thus, we have

where mf(p2) = f(L -1p2 + u0).
An important observation is that
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where &(p2) = L - I p 2 + u0. Hence

The key functional relations to be used below are the fixed point equa-
tions for v', namely

and, applying Mo L-2V',

1 2 p
Thus, iterating (3.5) gives v' = L2p °0° <$° • • • ° 0, and applying t, after mul-
tiplication by L~2p, we obtain

i ^
For the thermodynamic limit, we need limp_>00[mpl = l'&° ••• °(§ =

t(L-2pv')] = t(0) = p2. Thus, it follows that <o,(0) oj(Lke)} =
lim l,-00<0,{0)4,(L**1)>/ = V'~V§.

We now turn to the eigenvalue problem for the linear operator m of
(3.4). We show that v'n is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue L~2n. From
(3.6), withp = l, and (3.7), we have mv'n = v"'°(t(L-2vl)) = [v'(t(L~2v'))Y
= L~2V". Recalling (2.10) and (3.3), this concludes the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2. |

4. FINAL COMMENT

Now that we have the spectral decomposition of m, to end, we recon-
sider formally the calculation of mjf, as the one of Eq. (3.2),f =I, from a
spectral point of view. If we can manage to write / in terms of the
eigenfimctions /„=»'", i.e., / = £„/?„/„, then m'f ==£„ 0HL-Vftt, and
liniy_ „ mjf = (30. Since ourf((/>2) = q>2, we see that the Taylor expansion of
t(T) — ̂ nV" about r = G [see (2.8)] and evaluated at (p2 corresponds
precisely to the expansion of / in eigenfunctions of m. Hence,
l im x > m J I = a.0 = t(Q) = (pl.

A similar reasoning can be applied to compute the action of mj on
other/'s, leading to other correlations when N= <x>.
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